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ABSTRACT 

LBL-2461 

Th h t t f t d - b to 209 B o . e p 0 on spec rum rom s oppe . TT a sorp lon on . 1 was mea-

sured in the 50-150 MeV region with a high-resolution pair spectrometer. 

The total radiative branching ratio is 0.98± 0.100/G. Transitions to the 

single-particle states of 209 pb are weak, in agreement with calculations 

presented. Considerable transition strength isobserv~d t~ states of 209 pb 

at 6-16 MeV excitation with evidence for a narrow peak at 7.9 ± 0.4 MeV . 

Present evidence favors the interpretation of this as. excitation of the ana

log of a T> giant quadrupole resonance at ::::! 26 MeV in 209Bi• 
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1. INTRODUC TION 

Although it is now'established
1 

that the photon spectra from absorp-

tion of negative pions on light nuclei provide a quantitative probe of nuclear 

structure, only scant information exists on heavy nuclei. The single 

measurement for nuclei with A> 70 was performed by Petrukhin and 

Prokoshkin2 who, using a natural Pb target and aCerenkov total-absorp-

tion photon detector, measured a radiative branching ratio for stopped-rr 

absorption of 2.1 ± 0.50/0~ Neither the shape of the photon :spectrum nor 

any specific nuclear structure features were determined. Measurements 

since then on light nuclei have shown 
1 

that (rr-, y) reactions on T = 0 target 

nuclei with pions in1 s or 2p atomic orbits induce strong and selective 

excitation of nuclear (T = 1, T
z 

= +1) spin-isospin giant dipole vibrations 

as well as giant magnetic dipole states. It has also been predicted theo

retically3 that for pion capture from J.. = 1 orbits, giant quadrupole excita-

tions are favored. In view of these results, a high-resolution measure-

ment on a selected heavy nucleus seemed desirable to determine (1) an 

accurate radiative branching ratio and the general shape of the photon 

spectrum (for an isotopically pure target) and, (2) if additional evidence 

on excitation of giant electric multipoles and magnetic dipole states could 

., 

be found for nuclei with large T (43/2 for 209 Bi) and pion capture orbitals ." 
z 

of larger .~(.l = 3 and 4 for 209 Bi). Additional theoretical motivation for 

the choice of 209 Bi is the existence of highly pure single -particle states 

in 209 Bi and 209 pb, the observation of which would determine the basic 

single-particle transition rates in heavy nuclei. With a resolution of 2 

MeV (FWHM) these states cannot be clearly resolved; however, a compar-

ison with summed theoretical transition strengths is still quite informative. 
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II. EXPERIMENT 

The experiment was performed using the ".- beam of the Lawrence 

Berkeley Laboratory 184-inch cyclotron. A".- beam of 190 MeV /c was 

brought to rest in a metallic Bi plate (17.1 X 14.0 X 0.32 cm) oriented 45 0 

to the beam. Typical rates in the experiment were 104(""s/sec)/(g/cm2) 

stopping in the target. The photons were detected in a 180 0 pair-spectro-

4 . 2 
meter employing a 3% (0.22 g/cm ) radiation length gold foil converter. 

The momenta of the electron-positron pairs are determined by magnetic 

analysis with coordinates given by three wire spark chambers with a total 

of 12 wire planes requiring 21 magnetostrictive wire delay line readouts. 

A PDP-iS computer was used on-line to monitor t.he performance of the 

spark chambers and to record the data onto magnetic tape. Theacceptance 

[(6.n/4ir) X conversion probability X detection eff.] of the spectrometer 

(Fig. 1a) is determined with a Monte Carlo calculation which includes the 

geometry, a field map, pair~productioncross sections, energy loss due 

to radiation and ionization, and multiple scattering in the converter and 

chambers. Numerous runs with a liquid hydrogen target were taken to 

check the acceptance and to determine the instrumental line shape (Fig.1a) 

at 129.41 Me V from the mono-energetic photon of the "'-+p -+ n+'y' reaction. 

The peak of the line shape is shifted by -2 MeV from the photon energy due 

to energy loss in the converter and spark chambers. The mesonic capture 

"'-+p ...... ".o+n. ".0 ...... 2'y' provides a check on the acceptance in the region 

54.9<E < 83.0 MeV. 
'y' 
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III. RESULTS 

As was found for light nuclei, the Z09 Bi spectruITl (Fig. 1b and 1c) 

exhibits the continUUITl as sociated with quasi-free capture TT -+p ~ n+y. 

Th I Od h I I 0 f 'h - Z09 0 Z08pb~'-'+ e so 1 curve sows a ca cu atlon or t e proces s ,TT + Bl -+ " 

n+y, using the pole ITlodel 5 with an excitation energy Of 11 MeV (.6.= 16MeV) 

for the recoil Z08pb*. This energy was deterITlined in a, fit to the data 

between 70 and 110 MeV (corresponds to Z7-67 MeV excitation in Z09 pb), 

a region which should be well above any nuclear resonance. It can be seen 

that a rather good description is obtained between 50;..1Z0 MeV. This, 

together with the excellent description
1 

of the dataon,light nuclei ranging 

froITl 3He to 40Ca, deITlonstrates a rather general validity of this one-pole 

ITlodel. 

Considerable transition strength is observed at 1 ZO-130 MeV (6-16 

MeV excitation in 209pb) and there is a peak at E :::: 1Z9 MeV. To describe 
, y 

this transition strength to unbound states, two Breit-Wigner (BW) forITls 

plus the pole ITlodel were fit to the data. The curves shown in Fig. 1c and 

the Ry given in Table I correspond to the fit with the pole-ITlodel .6. = 16 

MeV, and a fixed line width of zero for the peak at .... 1Z9 MeV. The BW 

forITl used to describe the data between the endpoint of the quasi-free con-

tinuuITl and the line at Ex = 7.9 ± 0.4 MeV serves primarily to define a 

background under the line, and cannot be regarded as evidence for a 

single "resonance" excitation in this region. By ITlaking reasonable vari-

ations on .6., we find that the range of BW paraITleters Ex = 11-15 MeV 

and r Z =1-4 MeV are consistent with the data. Thus this transition 

strength falls into the region of the giant dipole resonance (GDR) (at 13.6 

MeV in Z08pb and 13.5 MeV in 209 Bi (Ref. 6)); however, as discussed in 

,. 

• 

.. 
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Section IV, it seems unlikely that the GDR built on the 209pb ground state 

can be strongly excited in ('IT -,,,) on 209B i. The peak at 7.9 MeV is at an 

energy 1-3 MeV lower than the reported giant quadrupole states which 

have been identified in this mass region. 7 It is the same energy as the 

M1 state in 208pb observed11 in 180 0 electron scattering and in the 208pb 

( ) -. . 12 Al h h t d' 1 6L - 10B 14N· d 12C h h· ", n react~(jn. t oug s u 1es on 1, '. ,an ave sown 

the ('IT-, ,,) reaction to strongly select the analogs of T> (i. e., ~T = 1) M1 

states built on the ground state of the target, in the 209 Bi ('IT -, ,,) reaction 

such transitions cannot occur since the isospinof the M1 states of 209Bi 

have T = T< =43/2 and therefore they have no analog in 209pb . 

The thhd region of interest is Ex = 0-4 MeV where the pure single 

. . 209 
particle states of Pb occur. It is obvious from the spectrum that 

there is little transition strength to this region, and we measure R" (0-4 

MeV) = (0.36± 0.18) X 10-
4

• An impulse approximation calculation for the single 

particle transition was performed using the methods of Re£'13 andA, B, C, and 

D coeffiCients of Ref. 21. The radiative capture transition rates }"',,(4f) and 

}..,,,(5g) for capture from 4fand 5g orbits connecting to the seven single

particle states of 209pb are given in Table'!. 

The radiative branching ratio is related to the transition rates by , 

R 

" 
}..,y(nl) w{nl), 

}..,a (nl) 

where }..,a(nl) are the total strong absorption rates from orbits nl and 

w{nl) the corresponding capture probabilities. Detailed capture schedules 

have not been published for heavy nuclei; however, from the available 
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a
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-1 
sec = 9.7 

A. e . m . (4f-+ 3d)/A. (4f) = 1.77X10 17/(2.6±0.8)10 18 = 0.07±0.02 
a 

one can see that 4f capture dominates over 5g capture. However, from 

19 the yield measurement Y(5g -- 4f) = 0.42 ± 0.05, one sees that the n = 4 

orbit accounts for less than half the captures. It is expected that some 

capture takes place from 1 = 0, 1, and 2 orbits following the as,5umption
20 

of a statistical (21 + 1) population as the initial condition in the pionic 

cascade; however, this fraction is small under the usual assumptions 

for an initial n(n = 14 (Ref. 20». Thus the radiative branching ratios 

should be given quite accurately by summing over f orbits 

The dependence on n of A.'(/A.a for 1 = 0, 1 capture (light nuc1ei)is 

thought
21 

to be small. We extend this assumption here to 1 = 3. thus 

R = A. (4f) /A. (4f). The values of A. given in Table I were computed 
y yay 

with hydrogenic wave functions. Comparing such wave functions with 

optical-model wave functions, Lucas and Werntz 22 deduced the distortion 

correction factors C(5g) = 1.38± 0.20 and C(4f) = 1.14±0.1S, The 

latter was applied. i.e .• \ (4f) = 1.14XA. (4f;hydrogenic), to compute 
y y 

the values of I{ in the table. We obtain the theoretical value L~ = 
Y Y 

.. 
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(0.30± 0.09)10-
4 

for the seven single-particle transitions. This is in 

good agreement with the measured value Ry(0-4 MeV) = (0.36± 0.18)10- 4 . 

IV. DISCUSSION OF THE STATE AT 7.9 MeV 

The shell-model configurations excited in 209 Bi (1T -, y) belong to 

two classes which are illustrated in Fig. 2: (i) Those obtained by pro-

moting the 1h9/2 proton to an unoccupied neutron orbital. These ,are 

the single-particle transitions going up to 4.25 MeV in 209 pb for which 

transition rat es are given in Table 1. (ii) Transltions in which the 

ih9/2 proton remains intact but One of the p:sotons in the closed 

j2(N ~ 4) is promoted into a neutron shell j1 (N ~ 6) resulting in 

configurations 

shells 

where J
1 

is the angular momentum of the created p-h pair and J the 

total angular momentum of. the state (doorway state). Such states are 

strongly mixed in the residual nucleus , possibly giving collective modes. 

It is not yet clear which type of collectivity is favored in (1T -, y) on a 

heavy nucleus. In an effort to explain the peak at Ex= 7.9± 0.4 MeV 

one might consider collective states built on the 209 pb ground state such 

as the electric GDR, isoscaler quadrupole states (GQR), and magnetic 

dipole states (Mi), or T> (= 45/2) collective modes built on the 209 Bi 

ground state, the analogs of which would be observed in 209 pb . 

The giant Mi state built on 209pb(g. s.) will be of the form 
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2 () 1+ J TT
), g 9/2 n, 2; 

where 1~ is the M1 state in 20Spb (illustrated in Fig. 2) given approxi-

23 
mately by 

, +) I -1 ~ 'I -1:'\. 12 :=:: ~0.62 h 9/ 2 (P) h 11/2(P)/ + 0.7S i 11/2(n)i 13/2(nV' 

The proton component of this state contains configurations of type (ii). 

The transition rates to all three states were calculated, giving 

. 12 -1 . 10 . -1 
>... (4f) = 2.6X10 sec and >... (5g) = 1.1X10 sec . 
y' y . . 

These are les s 

than the single~partic1e transitions in Table I, thus it does not seem 

possible to relate the state we observe to the state at 7.9 MeV seen11 in 

20S' electron scattering on Pb. In addition it should be noted that 

the above state must be formed by an operator which changes the parity 

of thenuc1ear state, so itcannotbe simply the Gamow-Telleroperator. This 

makes the relation to electron scattering less direct than for light nuclei. 

The GDR and GQR excitations built on tffi Z09pb(g. s.) (states 

• 

g9 /2®L, where L represents a collective p-h excitation of angular .~ 

. L 
mome.ntum L) have T ~ 45/2 and TT = (-1) . The number of components 

in such wave functions which have configurations of type (ii) are restricted 

to only those with j1 = 2g
9
/2' Thus it is difficult to see how there could 

be much coherence in the transition amplitudes to such states. 

To find. 209 Pb wave functions which have large parentage to 

configurations (ii) arid therefore could lead.to considerable coherence 

in the transition amplitudes, one must look at the T:> collective states 

built on the 209Bi(g. s.}. The T> components of the GDR are nearly 
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non-existent in nuclei with large neutron excess because the neutrons 

and protons occupy single-particle states of different parity. An inter

esting possibility is the T> corrlponent of the GQRin 2
0

9Bi which can 

exist since it is formed by 2~w excitations available to both neutrons 

and protons. The analog of a state at 7.9 Me V in 209pb is expected at 

26.5 MeV in 209 Bi (Coulomb displacement energy = 18.8 MeV (Ref. 24)). 

A level diagram illustrating this transition is shown in Fig .. 3. Evidence 

for a collective E2 state in 209Bi at Ex::': 24 MeV and with a width r::.: 

3.5 MeV was observed recently by Snover et. a1. 25 in the reaction 208pb 

(p, y)209 B i. Also, inelastic electron scattering scr'oss sections show26 

some enhancement to states in this region in 208pb , and E2 or EO char-

acter was suggested. The energies determined in both of these studies 

depend to some extent on the assumed background. Theoretical esti

m;tes
27

,28 for the energies of isovector quadrupol~ states [(GQR)T>] 

varyby several MeV, with 135A 1/3 = 23 MeV 28 being a typical value. 

Thus, on the basis of excitation energy it would appear that the idEmtifi

cation of our 7.9 MeV state as the analog of a T> component of theGQR of 

209Bi is r;easonable. The width of our state (r
1 

=0-3 Me\?, though not too well 

determined by the data, is not inconsistent with the 3.5 MeV deduced 

25 
from the(p, y) study. It should be noted that the decay width of the 

t t . 209 p"b· h th·t l· 209 B · b ·t . s a e 1n 1S muc narrower an 1 sana og 1n 1, ecause 1 1S 

only 4 MeV above the neutron emission threshold (Fig. 3); also, due to 

208 
its neutron ... particle, proton-hole configuration, its decay to Pb + n 

is greatly hindered. 

The (-rr-, y) transition rate to the 7.9 MeV state can be calculated 

.oilly after a detailed shell-model diagonalization is performed. For the 
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. . 30 
present we can give only an approximate "sum rule limit." To calculate 

this we summed the transition rates ~ (4f) for all type (ii) doorway states 
. " 

(Fig. 2) with neutron-particle; proton-hole state~ coupled to J~ = 1+, 2+, 

3+, and J1T= 3/2-, ... ,15/2-. The summed transition rate for all such states 

is ~,,(4f)=84X1013sec-1,giving R,,=(3.7±1.1)X10-
4
,where the indicated 

uncertainty is from the x-ray data and distortion factor. The experimental 
.. . 4 . . 

value is (4.7 ± 0.7)X 10- assuming the background shown in Fig.1c. Not-

withstanding the uncertainties in both the experimental and theoretical 

numbers, the calculation does demonstrate that the necessary strength 

can be obtained horn the possible doorway states. The concentration of 

strength into a state(s) at 7.9 MeV remains to be explained. 

In conclusion we can say that the present study establishes that 

the strong state observed at 7.9 MeV in 209 pb must be collective and its 

analog lies at -26 MeV in 209 B i. Although ourstudy cannot establish 

unambiguously that this state corresponds to a T> component of the GQR 

built on the ground state of the target, the (1T -, ,,) reaction clearly is a 

good means for the study of such states. First, because one observes 

the photon in the primary transition. This cannot be done in f.l-capture 

where the same states may also playa role.
31 

Second, because they 

occur at much lower energies in the final nucleus, and thus are in a 

region of lower level density and narrower decay widths. 
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TABLE L Transition rates and branching ratios for radiative capture of stopped 1[ - on 209 Bi. 

The single-particle transitions 1[- + 1h9/2 (proton) ~ "{ + j (neutron) with 1[- in 4f or 5g orbits 

are compared with the experimental value for the sum of all transitions up to 4 MeV excitation 

in 209 Pb. 

Single-particle 

state in 2 09 Pb 

2g 9/2 

1 i 11/2 

1j 15/2 

3d 5/2 

4s 112 

2g 7/2 

3d 3/2 

Experiment 

aReference 29. 

E e09 Pb)a x 
(MeV) 

0 

0.78 

1.43 

1.57 

2.04 

2.50 

2.54 

7.9 ± 0.4d 

13 ±2 

E b 
"{ 

A,,{(4f) A"{(5g) R"{( 4f)c 

(MeV) 1013 sec-1 1010 sec-1 10-4 

136.8 0.93 4.17 0.041 ± 0.012 

136.0 1.17 3.11 0.052 ± 0.015 

135.4 3.69 10.70 0.163 ± 0.048 

135.2 0.31 1.51 0.014 ± 0.004 

134.8 0.08 0.35 0.004 ± 0.001 

134.3 0.32 0.14 0.014 ± 0.004 

134.3 0.15 0.58 0.007 ± 0.002 

Theory Sum: 0.30 ± 0.09 

Expt. R,,{(O;4 MeV) = 0.36 ± 0.18 

128.9 ±0.4 r l = 0- 3 MeV 

124 ±2 r 2 = 1 -.4 MeV 

~ = (4.7±0.7) lO-4e 

R"{ = (9.6± 1.6) 1O-4e 

= (98 ± 10.) 10-4 

b Assuming 4f capture; photons from 5g capture will appear at 0.59-MeV higher energies 

due to smaller 1r binding energy. 

c Assuming 4f capture only; R"{ = CfA"{( 4f)/Aa~ 4f) with distortion factor C( 4f) = 1.14± 0.15 

[Ref. 22] and Aa(4f) = (1.7±0.5 keV)/h = (2.6±0.8)10IS sec- 1 [Rcf. 16] . 

dAssuming 4f capturc; Ex = 8.5±0.4 MeV if assume 5g captu're. 

eFit with £:'=16,r\ =0. r 2 = .2.7±0.8 MeV, Ex = 7.9±0.4 MeV, and Ex = 11.7±0.2 MeV. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. Photon spectrum from n capture on hydrogen (a) and 209Bi 

Fig. 2. . 

Fig. 3. 

(b and c). Note from the n-+p-n+'Y reaction (a) that the instru
mental line shape for 129.4 MeV photons has a full width half 
maximum of 2 MeV and that its peak is shifted downward by 
..... 2 MeV from the photon energy. The curve in (b) is a pole
mOdel2 calculation (.6. = 16 MeV) normalized to the data between 
70-110 MeV; in (c) the curve is a fit to the full spectrum (pole + 
BW + line, Table I). The data gives evidence for strong excita
tion of a state at 7.9 MeV in 209Pb,andweak excitation of the 
single-particle states in 209Pb (0-4 MeV).· . 

Shell-model levels in the 208 pb region. The single -particle 
transitions (i) of the 209Bi (n-, 'Y)209Pb reaction and the (ii) 
neutron-particle, proton-hole excitations dis cus sed in the text 
are illustrated. The M1 excitations of 208pb are also identified. 
Their relationship to the 209Bi(n-, 'Y) reaction is discus sed in 
the text. 

L 1 d · f'· .. f 209 B · d 209pb eve iagram or giant resonance st.ates 0 1 an . . 
The peak in the 'Y-spectrum of the 20'jBi(n-,y)209Pb reaction at 
Ex= 7.9 ± 0.4 MeV is identified as the excitation of the analog of 
a T>giant quadrupole resonance of 209Bi at '::: 26.5 MeV. The 
well-known electric dipole resonance and possible T< electric 
quadrupole resonance are also shown. 
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r-----------------LEGALNOTICE------------------~ 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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